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1. Introduction 
So far there has been only little study on the subword complexities and complexity 
functions of languages. Moreover, the investigations have mostly concentrated on 
the upper and lower bounds of the functions in case of specific classes of languages 
(see for example [l] and [2]), and no exact functions have been formulated. In this 
paper an accurate formula for a basic complexity function will be presented and 
some of its applications, in particular to context-free languages, will be discussed. 
2. Preliminaries 
All languages discussed below are languages over an alphabet Z. The set of 
subwords with length K of a language L is denoted by Sub,(L) and its size by 
#Sub,(L). Thus, the complexity function fr : No-No of a language L is defined 
as follows: 
fL(K) = #Sub,(K), K = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
The primitive root of a word R means the shortest subword of R such that R is 
a power of this subword, and it is denoted by p(R). For every word R there exists 
a unique primitive root. 
A language L is called cyclic if there exists a word WE L for which 
for a natural number n and for some words AiCE+, i = 1, . . . , n and X, E Z’*, 
i=o,..., n, and, furthermore, L can be expressed in the form 
L = {xoA;Ix, -.A$Y,j (i I,..., in)EA}, 
where A E Non is a set including arbitrary big values for every component i,, . . . , i,. 
The words A are called cycles and the words Xi constants of L. 
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3. The complexity function 
Let now L be a cyclic language fulfilling the next two conditions: 
(1) A =N,“, that is, all powers $EN~ are allowed. 
(2) The formula 
,go Ixi I + ,I$, IPCA,)I 
gives the number of letters in L. This means, that all the words Xi and p(Ai) are 
over pairwise disjoint alphabets, for i E { 0, . . . , n}. The complexity function of L can 
be described in terms of the following auxiliary functions A, N 8’ : No --* No. 
p-1 p-1 
max O,K- C IXi+jl - C hj IAi+jl- 1 
d(K, p,i) = 
hk F=o [ 
’ ’ ’ 
j=O j=l 1 
when psn and icn-p, 
b otherwise, 
z, hg-;i [ ( p-1 max 0 K-m-C IXi+iI P-l=0 j=l 
n(K,p,i) = 
~‘5 hj lAi+j I) DIV lA;+p-ll + 1 
1 
whenpc_n, isn-p, 
j=l 
otherwise, 
B(K,p,i) = 
when pin, icn-p, 
Here the expression A DIV B means the biggest integer smaller than or equal to 
A/B. 
Furthermore, we need a function .Y : No *IV,, and a simple ‘check-up’ function 0: 
O(n)= ” I if n=O, 0, otherwise, 
P(K,p,i) = i xr f ...i 0 K-~TI-~-‘~‘X;+, 
m=l o=i h,=O ho_,=0 J=I 
.-“i’ hj IAi+j/) e 
k=l 
Now we are ready to present he complexity functionfL of the cyclic language L, 
called basic function. 
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Theorem 1. The subword complexity of L is 
frW = 
Several variations of the basic function can be considered. For example, one may 
ask how the basic function should be modified if 
- some of the cycles continue also to the succeeding and/or preceding constant 
as its prefix and/or suffix, 
- some constants and cycles and catenations of them appear in several places in 
the word W, 
- some exponents are interdependent. 
All these alterations naturally reduce the subword complexity, but nevertheless, the 
polynomial form still remains. The changes to be made in the basic function are not 
very complicated, and only the dependence of exponents may reduce the degree of 
the polynomial. 
4. Context-free languages 
It is easily seen considering gsm-mappings, [3], that, for a context-free language 
L, also the language Sub(L) is context-free. By the pumping lemma, we infer that 
every sufficiently large word W of L can be espressed in the following way: 
W= R,Q,Rz--- R,Q,R,_, 
and also 
R,Q;lR,Q;LR,Q$ a.. Q$Y,R,Q>R,_, c L, 
where the only permitted dependencies are that some two exponents have always 
same values, otherwise the exponents range through all natural numbers. Thus, we 
see that the language L can be expressed as a union of a finite language containing 
words shorter than p + 1, p being the constant defined in the pumping lemma, and 
a union of cyclic languages obtained from words longer than p. This union can be 
effectively constructed for every context-free language L. 
Now we can also give a method of calculating the complexity function of a con- 
text-free language L: 
(1) Find the finite language F and the cyclic languages S,, ieA (A an index 
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set), for w-hich 
L = FU u S,. 
rc-l 
(2) Form the complexity functions for the languages S;, ieA, let them be, 
respectively, f;. 
(3) For every K>p, we have 
Jr(K) = c J;‘(K), 
1 E .-I 
wheref;’ is obtained from J; by reducing words belonging to previous languages Sj, 
jci, in A. (We disregard the finite beginning where the language F has an effect 
on the complexity!) 
Finally, the next theorem gives us a way of deciding whether the growth on the 
subword complexity of a given context-free language is exponential or polynomial. 
Theorem 2. Let L be a context-free language generated by a grammar G = 
(C, A, X0, P), where Z and A are disjoint alphabets. Then L is of e.uponential 
subword complexity if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied by G 
and some XE A: 
(1) X0 =*R,XR, for some R,,R,EZ*. 
(2) X=* R for some REZ*. 
(3) There are words Q,, Qz, P, and Pz EZ*, for which either p(Q,)#p(P,) or 
p(Q2)#p(P2) or both, and, moreover, X=* QIXQz and X=*P,XPz. 
Though the construction of the exact function of a context-free language may not 
be easy by using this method, the type of growth can be specified effectively with 
very little effort. 
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